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moned by striking with a small hammer one of the nu-
merous shell-cases which were disposed about the house
and grounds. On the subject of dress Charleton exercised
a more than military strictness. On certain days all the
boys were obliged to wear their stockings up to the knee;
on others the stockings were rolled down to the ankles.
'It depends', he explained, 'on my mood.'
Our rooms were large and the beds very comfortable.
Each bedroom was provided with a Bible and a volume
of pornographic French literature. If you stayed at Jour-
ney's End long enough you could work through twenty
of them at least. 'You'll have tiffin under the camphor-
tree; it keeps off the insects,' said the headmaster (for
surely this was a preparatory school?) or the abbot (for
perhaps, after all, it was a monastery). 'This is Hu Sur-
chen. He'll look after you. Each guest has a boy attached
to him.' Hu Sur-chen smiled faintly. He was a delicate-
looking youth of nineteen, unusually shy for a Chinese.
So we had tiffin under the camphor-tree, aware, in a
trance of pleasure, of the smell of its leaves; of the splash
of the stream over the stones; of the great gorge folding
back, like a painting by Salvator Rosa, into the wooded
hills behind the house. There were snipe to eat, and rain-
bow trout. It was all far, far too beautiful to be real. 'If
I make the sign of the Hammer and Sickle', I said, 'every-
thing will disappear.' And Auden agreed: 'It's the Third
Temptation of the Demon.' One could arrive for the week-
end and stay fifteen years—eating, sleeping, swimming;
standing for hours in a daze of stupefied reverence before
the little Ming tomb in the garden; writing, in the porch,
the book that was altogether too wonderful to finish and
too sacred ever to publish; pleasantly flagellating the flesh
by a scramble up the mountain to the Lily Cave and the
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